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And you'll find that thing over and over Lr in life. And you'll find it over and

over in the HC attack on the Bible. Let's not make sweeping statements:Every statement

in the Bible can be proven as true. There is no% real problems in the Bible." Let's

not make foolish statements like that because a Divine Book. an infinite Book is going

to have problems. It's going to have many things we don't understand. But let's takeˆ

what we understand and stand uponj it. And let us know that there will be problems but

if we go on studying more and more in the light of what we already know and what the

Holy Spirit reveals to us we'll find the answer to the pvoblems. And the more you come

to understand the more you become aware of things that you don't understand. and many

of them we will never know until the Lord in Glory explains evefything to us. But
constantly

thank God He gives us new light /IØ'/ and shows us the answer s to things that were

real pro1ems before. And thank God that in 3 cases out of L where attacks are made on

the Bible all you need to do is to look closely that thee evidence that is now availabe

and you find the answers. And 0 how sad it is when a man goes out to serve the Lord, and

he meets with people and he's faced with a difficulty or a problem and he dØ''f// doesn't

know the answer, but yet the answer should have been known by him. There are many cases

where we can't know the answer, but the great majority we can. May the Lord enable '

each one here to go out and serve the Lord f* effectively --- not to turn away from

the calling of the Lord. but to follow on to serve Him and to perform His purposes. And

may He enable you to have zeal and streggth and determination to present his word with

power and effectiveness. But 0 may He enable you to see the importance of getting a

thorough knowledge and thorough understanding so that when people bring problems to you

and when you come before difficult people, you won't have to say, Let me take a month

and look into it, Z or let me go back to school and ask one of these professors. There

will be times when you have to take these two approaches but may the Lord enable you to

so fit oursf that in case after case you will immediately have the ans. and God can

use that ans. as He desires to do to win people from darkness to light, or to strengthen

people's faith in the truth of God's Word. Let us pray. 0 God our father we thank you that

we can trust your Word. We thank you that we can know that it is true. But 0 our God let
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